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Greetings,
I always treat everyone at Baruch College with the utmost respect at all times. That includes staff,
professors, and students. Treating people respectfully is more important than anything. I love
Baruch College and The City University of New York. It’s the best opportunity ever.
Any time I interact with you or anyone at CUNY I will treat you and everyone else with the
absolute utmost respect and courtesy.
I'm 100% not contacting anyone at CUNY about NYPD and their civilian team torturing and
sabotaging me.
What are the rules moving forward? If I have an issue that I would respectfully like to bring up via
email should I contact your email, X’s email, or neither?
Going forward I'm only going to contact agencies outside of CUNY looking for help with the
police torturing and sabotaging me. I have no issue with that. The higher-ups at CUNY know that
I'm claiming the NYPD and their civilian team are torturing me, there is no reason to contact them
again about it.
I plan on applying to CUNY graduate school after I graduate from Baruch College. Am I allowed
to mention to the CUNY graduate schools that they will probably be receiving negative emails or
messages on social media from my accounts courtesy of the NYPD and their civilian team to
sabotage me from attending CUNY graduate school?
The NYPD and their civilian team have been running scams like that on me for years.
Or am I not allowed to mention that to CUNY graduate school admissions?
The NYPD and their civilian team can go into any one of my accounts, send one nasty email, and
I'm blocked from attending CUNY graduate schools which in my opinion are the best graduate
schools in New York City.
Also, I love CUNY. I have the utmost respect for you, the entire CUNY staff, the professors, and
the students.
What I am about to tell you next does not mean that I don't love and respect CUNY because I do.
I have started the process to sue Baruch College with the NYC Comptroller's office. I have already
had the first hearing and I approved the transcript.
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There is no animosity attached to this lawsuit. I merely don't see any other way to try and figure a
few things out without a third party involved, in this case, the New York Courts.
I'm suing for three reasons.
1. I want to be excused from having to get into small groups with students.
2. I don't understand why certain students are allowed to pick their classes three days before
other students. Then when I go to select my classes the majority of the classes I want to
take are full.
3. I would like to respectfully challenge having a negative letter on my permanent record
because I respectfully emailed two public safety offices, the President of Baruch College,
and the Chancellor at CUNY about the NYPD and their civilian team torturing and
sabotaging me.
I'm patiently waiting for your response.
All my professors are amazing. I told them I would gladly accept any reduction in my grade that
they see fit because I respectfully am avoiding small groups with students. Thank God they all said
it's OK because I don't want to fail a class. That doesn't mean I will continue to be so lucky in the
future which is why I want to see what the New York Courts think about the student groups issue.
Thank you and have a great day.
Ever upward,
Mark Pine
450 Lexington Avenue #1375
New York, NY 10163
allmylinks.com/newyorkcityvids
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Mark Pine
917-815-5415
450 Lexington Ave
Unit 1375
New York, NY 10163
website@markpine.com
Disclaimers: Use this information at your own risk. Results are not guaranteed. All information
is subject to change. I’m not a doctor. I’m not a lawyer. I don’t work for the government. If you
have an emergency call 911.

